Abstract-In this paper, we have developed a new method called Generalized Taylor collocation method (GTCM), which is based on the Taylor collocation method, to give approximate solution of linear fractional differential equations with variable coefficients. Using the collocation points, this method transforms fractional differential equation to a matrix equation which corresponds to a system of linear algebraic equations with unknown Generalized Taylor coefficients. Generally, the method is based on computing the Generalized Taylor coefficients by means of the collocation points. This method does not require any intensive computation. Moreover, It is easy to write computer codes in any symbolic language. Hence, the proposed method can be used as effective alternative method for obtaining analytic and approximate solutions for fractional differential equations. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated with some examples. The results show that the method is very effective and convenient in predicting the solutions of such problems.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in the concept of differentiation and integration to non-integer order has existed since the development of the classical calculus [1] . By implication, mathematical modeling of many physical systems are governed by linear and nonlinear fractional differential equations in various applications in fluid mechanics, viscoelasticity, chemistry, physics, biology and engineering.
Since many fractional differential equations are nonlinear and do not have exact analytical solutions, various numerical and analytic methods have been used to solve these equations. Recently, Adomian decomposition method (ADM) [2] [3] [4] [5] , variational iteration method [2, 6, 7] , homotopy perturbation method [8] [9] [10] , homotopy analysis method [11-24-25] , fractional differential transformation (FDTM) [12] [13] [14] and fractional difference method [2] have been used to obtain analytical approximate solutions of fractional differential equations.
In this paper, we aim to present a new generalization of the Taylor collocation method that will extend the application of the method to linear fractional differential equations with variable coefficients: The new technique will be named as Generalized Taylor collocation method (GTCM) and is based on Taylor collocation method [15, 16, 23] , generalized Taylor's formula [17] and Caputo fractional derivative [18] . Using the collocation points, the GTCM transforms the given fractional differential equation and initial conditions to matrix equation with (including) unknown Generalized Taylor coefficients. By means of the obtained matrix equations and Maple 13 programme, the Generalized Taylor coefficients can be computed.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
In this section, we present some basic definitions and important properties of fractional calculus [2, 3, 5, 6, [8] [9] [10] 13, 17, 18] .
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D f x f x  Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are known as the Riemann-Liouville integral and the Riemann-Liouville derivative for 0  a . Definition 4. The fractional derivative of f(x) in the Caputo sense is defined as follows: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
In this section, we use a Taylor collocation method to solve fractional differential equations. This method is very useful and can be used to solve many important fractional differential equations. The basic ideas of the Taylor collocation method [15, 16, 23] is to develop and apply to the  m th-order linear fractional differential equation with variable coefficients. We adopt Caputo's definition, which is a modification of the Riemann-Liouville definition and has the advantage of dealing properly with initial value problems, for the concept of the fractional derivative.
In the first, we consider Eq.(1.1) and Eq.(1.2) and we assume that the solution of this equation can be expressed as a truncated Generalized Taylor series
Let us consider the  m th-order fractional differential equation with variable coefficients (1.1) and find the truncated series expansions of each term in expression (1.1) at x=c and their matrix representations. We first consider the desired solutions ) (x y of (1.1) defined by a truncated Generalized Taylor series (3.1). Then can be written matrix form
Generalized Taylor collocation method is based on computing the Generalized Taylor coefficients by means of the collocation points are thereby finding the matrix A containing the unknown Generalized Taylor coefficients. Firstly, we substitute the collocation points defined by
Thus, we obtain a new matrix form
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Similarly, the matrix representation of the functions * ( )
and for 
Then we can write the matrix (3.7) and (3.9)
Now let us form the matrix representation of the conditions. Using the conditions (1.2) and (3.7), we have
Substituting the matrix representations (3.11) into the (1.2), we obtain 1 ,...,
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Let us consider the fundamental matrix equation 
We now consider the matrix equations (3.13) corresponding to conditions (1.2). Then the augmented matrix of (3.13) becomes . The results obtained for N = 4(4)12 using the Generalized Taylor collocation method discussed in section 2 are shown in table 1. For the convergence criteria and error estimates of solutions, see [19, 20] .
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, we consider here some linear fractional differential equations, some of which have been considered by other methods. which is known to have the exact solution (
In the interval 0 1 x   , approximate the solution ( ) y x by Generalized Taylor series 
The new augmented matrix of example 2 becomes 
Comparison of numerical result with the exact solution is shown in figure 1 . 
Numerical results with comparison to Ref. [2, 12] are given in Table 2 .
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CONCLUSION
In general, it is difficult to find the exact solutions of fractional differential equations. So, it is needed to approximate solution methods. In this study, a new generalization of Taylor collocation method is presented for the numerical solutions of linear fractional equations. Mentioned method transforms linear differential equations into a algebraically system which is dependent on collocation points. It is easy to write pc codes which are related to obtained system for necessary computation.
The examples which have exact solutions have been used to show the efficiency of results of method. Graphics and numerical results show that this method is extremely effective and practical for this sort of approximate solutions of differential equations.
